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12th Annual NY Chapter

Beach Party at

Euromeccanica

114 Pearl Street Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

        Saturday, Feb. 19th, 2005

Rain, Shine or Snow

Time: 11:00 AM

    Featured Speakers

- Phil Parlato from Phil’s Auto Body Racing
   (SCCA PRO RACING SPEED WORLD CHALLENGE TOURING CAR)

    - Mike Schiffer of Euromeccanica

- Armor Glove - Product Demonstration

- Door Prizes are provided by BMW NA,

     New York Chapter and guest speakers

Don’t forget to bring your Beach Chairs.

If you have questions please contact

   Tony Howell (516)524-6123
e-mail: unclebimmer@hotmail.com

Do you wish to restore  your own car?
Don't have the tools, space or expertise? Euromeccanica has a repair/restoration shop in

Westchester, NY and I am looking for people who want to restore their cars in a well-equipped

shop with the help of experienced mechanics.

Nearly all aspects of mechanical and electri-

cal work can be done here (no bodywork).

The cost to you will be determined on an

individual basis.

I'm offering this because I love teaching and

know a lot about older cars.  After fixing and

restoring them professionally for almost

thirty years, I want to make instruction and

mentoring a larger part of my work.

- Mike Schiffer

Servicing BMW and Other European Cars
Older Car Service & Restoration

Race Car Services

114 Pearl Street

Mt. Vernon, New York 10550

(914) 668-1300

Featuring Phil Parlato
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From the Chapter
President

 Anthony Howell

  I hope everyone had a wonderful holiday and

got what they wanted. I did ! Ho… Ho… Ho.

By now the bills should be rolling in and I am

sure you are exhausted from all the holiday

partying. While we say goodbye to 2004 and

hello to 2005 (less taxes more money!), I am

looking forward to a great year.

 What are we going to do over the winter?

How about attending the 12th Annual Beach

Party on February 19th, or the AAA Driver’s

Improvement Program on March 12th?  Need-

less to say, reading the Roundel and watching

the Speed Channel is a must. Track drivers -

start ordering your track tires or any parts you

may need avoid those back- orders.

RPM Racing Inc. opened their doors to the NY

chapter last November 20th for a tech session.

They did a demo on wheel alignment, taught

things you should know about BMW suspen-

sion, and also showed off their modification

skills. RPM Racing is a clean shop and the

owners are great people. The chapter thanks

you for the door prizes.

 As always, the NY Chapter appreciates our

advertisers and event sponsors for their con-

tinuous support. This was demonstrated in

July 2004 at our Chillin' and Grillin' BBQ event,

so please show your support for them by

patronizing their businesses in 2005.

Regards,

Anthony Howell

NY Chapter Holiday Party

&

Autocross Awards

Dinner

Jan 22, 2005 - 7pm

Marriott Hotel at La Guardia Airport

The New York LaGuardia Airport Marriott

102-05 Ditmars Blvd, East Elmhurst, NY

718-565-8900

Open Bar - Gifts for the children

Door Prizes - Raffles - Gift Certificates

Live Mariachi Band and DJ

Fabulous food and great company

Please RSVP no later than

Jan. 15th, 2005

Icela  (917) 406-0090

$30 per person by deadline/ $35 at door

Children 12 or younger No Charge

All children must be registered in ADVANCE to

assure that Santa will bring them a gift.

Make checks to made payable to

"BMW CCA NY Chapter" and send to:

Icela Fischthal,

914 Hewlett Dr., No. Woodmere, NY 11581.

Include the names of all people

coming to the party and for the children include

their names, age and gender.
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AAA Driver's

Improvement

  Program Class
AAA – Co-Sponsored by NY Chapter BMW CCA

Date: March 12th,2005 Time:  9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

Place:  AAA Office located at 229 7th St. Lower level

(Between Franklin & Stewart Ave).

Save.... on your car insurance! (10% insurance discount, over 3 years, on

collision and liability for the principal driver).  Reduce…. up to 4 points off your

license. Refresh…. your driving techniques and learn preventative techniques

for collision avoidance…great for drivers of all ages. The six-hour course ap-

proved by NYS Department of Motor Vehicles.

 $25.00 per-person for Chapter members/ $30.00 non-members

 Make check payable to BMW CCA New York Chapter  Please include CCA membership

number. Bring your New York State driver's license and a pen.  Register early, as we are

limited to 40 people. There is free parking directly across the street from the building. [To

avoid getting a parking ticket make sure that you read the signs carefully as there are some

spots only allow 2 hour parking and this is a 6 hour class.] Please R.S.V.P- by 2/26/2005

New York Chapter Contacts:

Sherwin Deshong  (917) 576-2453  - srde28@hotmail.com

Anthony Howell    (516) 524-6123 unclebimmer@hotmail.com

Please complete the application below and send it with payment to:

NYBMW CCA PO Box 920576 Arverne, NY 11692

Name:

Address:

City/State/Zip

Email Address:

Contact Telephone:

BMW CCA#

Enclosed Payment Amount: $
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Got an E39 5 Series?
The Yahoo

BMW E39 Message Group
- By Don Eilenberger

You might be asking what a

“Yahoo Group” is.  It is usually a

group of people with a common

interest who have found a home

on the Internet for the interest.

Yahoo provides the mechanism to

create and publicize a "group" to

anyone who has a free Yahoo

account. If you want a group on

Giant Yams - there is probably a

Yahoo group for it.  If not, you can

easily form one.

The BMW E39 Group is currently

the most successful E39 group on

Yahoo. There are several others

that basically are dead - this group

is anything but dead. The E39

Yahoo group averages 10-20 very

"on-topic" messages per day.

Strangely a lot of the messages

seem to be generated during

working hours, but no one is

questioning why this is.

The founder/moderator is Don

Eilenberger, a bimmer/beemer

enthusiast from New Jersey who

has been active in a lot of network

based interest groups in the past

15 years or so. He first found

"groups" on Arpanet - the network

before the Internet. The group was

started in 2001 as a reaction to

other groups that Don felt drifted

off topic too frequently, allowed

"flame wars" to start (flames =

tossing insults), or were taken over

by "spammers" with commercial

interests.

When Don got his first E39 (his 4th

5 series - he is now on his 5th,

also an E39) he looked for useful

groups where he could ask a

question and get an intelligent

answer. It turns out there weren't

any. The "popular" groups were

dominated by young men with

excess testosterone who seemed

to find it necessary to “flame” each

other to boost their egos.

Some of the groups were infiltrated

by commercial interests (selling

things like ultra-blue bulbs and

electronic "superchargers" made

from old computer fans) - making

them less than useful. The other

problem Don saw was harvesting

of email addresses from these

groups - where spammers could

access the group and harvest

email addresses. He did a few

tests and found that all the groups

he tried were being harvested.

Therefore, Don decided on an

experiment. He wondered if a

group could survive and grow if

some basic rules were put in place

to eliminate the flaws he saw in

other groups (and fatal flaws he'd

seen eventually destroy any

number of groups.)

The rules are fairly simple:

To combat flames - he requires

each person sending a message

to the group to identify themselves

with their real name, where they

are from, and hopefully the

model(s) E39 they own. His

thought was - when people see

there is a person behind a mes-

sage they are much less likely to

insult that person.

To combat spammers and being

added to spammer's email lists -

ALL members to the group must

be approved before they can even

read messages from the group.

They must apply to join with a brief

message - and Don or one of the

co-moderators must identify them

as being a real person and not a

robot trying to join a group to

harvest emails. Only after they've

proven they are real people are

they allowed to join the group.

To combat commercial postings -

ALL members must post an

introductory message to the group

before they are allowed to post

freely to the group. The message

usually tells a bit about the person

and their BMW history. Once the

person posts this message - they

are given permission to post freely.

While there are members who

have commercial BMW interests -

they've become valuable members

who add information without

posting advertisements for what

they have to sell - and Don has

only had to suggest to one poster

that he keep the commercial

postings off the group.

Did the experiment work?

The group has been around since

June 2001, and has grown to a

sizeable number of enthusiastic

members. There has been no

advertising of the group on other

sites or in magazines - it has

grown by word of mouth to over

1,000 members. It has become the

ultimate group of BMW enthusiasts

- who are free to discuss, ask

questions and answer questions

about their favorite car in a club-

like atmosphere. They know their

email addresses won't be har-

vested for spam. Members have

gotten together face-to-face and

performed testing/shootouts of

products such as the "short-

shifters" for the E39. Most impor-

tant, they have helped each other

out with problems with their

BMW's.

Footnote: Don has just gotten his

9th vehicle with a Roundel on it - a

1998  E36 M3 5-speed convertible.

Since he has found no spam-free

groups for the E36/M3, he is giving

thought to starting yet another

group worshipping the Giant Yam.

The E39 Yahoo Group can be found at:

http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/bmwe39
Visit it and you'll know what the comment about Giant Yam is all about.
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ATTENTION TO

DETAIL

“Questioning the

BMW Paint”
by Matt Zakarian of

Detailing Dynamics, Inc.

With the introduction of the new

Bimmer models, more and more

people are buying "The Ultimate

Driving Machine".  With this surge,

more owners-to-be should be

asking questions regarding

whether the BMW they are consid-

ering purchasing is completely

original… or wether part of it or the

entire car for that matter been

repainted. Just because some part

of a pre-owned car has been

refinished, it's not the end of the

world.  A door may have been

keyed and re-finished, that is not a

big deal.  But in a worst case

scenario, the car may have been

in an accident.

Determing whether any repainting

was done is a good start in estab-

lishing a car's history.  However,

don't assume that only used cars

get repainted.  I've seen more than

my share of brand new cars that

have had panels repainted directly

from the factory.  It's a long trip

from the factory (whether it's in

Germany or South Carolina) to the

showroom, and accidents do

happen.  However, if you are

paying for a brand new car, I

believe you deserve one; and if

any part of it has been repainted,

you should be given some sort of

consideration for it.

Now that we know why, cars may

be repainted, let's discuss how we

can determine if a car has had

aftermarket paintwork.  Although

I've seen a few repaints that were

close to indiscernible from the

original, in most cases, there are

certain visual clues to look for:

Color Mismatch
Most noticeable on reds and colors

with pearl effect in them.  It's very

challenging to match the right

amount of pearl/metallic flake to

add to paint and have it lay down

right. The lights that provide the

toughest visual test for this are

metal-halides (usually at gas

stations and hospital parking lots).

Orange Peel Mismatch
This is a mottled look on a paint's

surface, like the texture of the skin

of an orange.  Remember that

there is orange peel in the OEM

paint.  Look for a difference in the

orange peel between adjacent

panels.

Overspray
The most common giveaway of a

repaint is caused by the improper

masking of adjacent panels and

back-taping of crevices.  A surface

of overspray will feel rough.

Especially check doorjambs, glass,

tires, wheel wells and other

crevices. If the overspray is

clearcoat, there is going to be no

color but just a rough finish. So

don't be afraid to feel the paint with

your palm (just make sure the car

is clean).

Trim, Emblems and Handles
This is the second most common

clue to repainting.  It occurs when

rubber trim and emblems are not

removed, but rather taped.  An-

other sign of a possible repaint is

misalignment or mislocation of the

emblem(s).

Paint Thickness
Unless all paint was removed prior

to repainting (which it seldom is),

paint thickness is obviously going

to increase.  You need a paint

thickness gauge to check (this will

also detect any body filler).  The

thickness of OEM primer, plus

paint, plus clearcoat is usually four

to five mils (0.004 to 0.005 inches).

If you're unsure what thickness

your car should be, check on

another car of your model. You can

also check in a difference in the

thickness between adjacent

panels.

Wet Sanding & Buffing Marks
Body shops may have to sand out

dirt specs or runs in the paint; then

use a high speed buffer and

usually wool pads to buff out their

work.  These marks should

especially set off an alarm if they

are observed on one panel on a

brand new car.

Improper Taping
This is usually evident when the

painter just wanted to paint the top

of the panel for the sake of lazi-

ness. Let's say he painted the

door, in that case he wouldn't paint

the portion of the door in the

doorjamb. Always run your fingers

around the edge of a suspect

panel. It should be smooth.

These characteristics are only as

evident as the expertise of the

person looking for them.  If pos-

sible, put the car in question on a

lift and look at the car from the

bottom or just lay on the ground. If

you haven't developed an eye for

seeing these imperfections, invite

along someone who has.  Even if

you have to compensate a profes-

sional for the trip, it's worth it.  It

may save you a LOT more in the

long run. Just because you didn't

see a repainted panel doesn't

mean the future buyer of your car

also won't.

A customer who leased a new

Mercedes with the bumper already

repainted and was willing to live

with it. However, when he returned

the car at the end of the lease the

dealership wanted to charge him

for the repainted bumper. Obvi-

ously, he didn't lease another car

from them.

If you have any questions or

comments, please feel free to

contact me at (516) 747-4114

or email at

matt@detailingdynamics.com.

May the wind be always at your

back and may you achieve your

pursuit of detailing perfection!
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Chris Turchiano

(866) 705-1524
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Available NOW to all members

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US AT:
E-MAIL: nysplates@nybmwcca.org TO

INDICATE YOUR INTEREST IN THE PLATES

PROVIDE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: MEMBER #,
NAME, E-MAIL, AND NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS

Got Plates?
Get your personalized

BMW CCA License plate

Order on-line..yes from the DMV

http://www.nydmv.state.ny.us/org.htm
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Only about an inch of snow

had fallen, but it was the first

snowfall in the New York City

Tri-State area in December

2004, and it wreaked havoc

with the highways that Monday

morning. Among the many

accidents, there was a report of

a Ford Explorer that had run off

the Long Island Expressway

and plowed into a wall. The

driver was pretty shook up, but

he was otherwise OK. The

reporter asked him how it

happened. His answer: "I guess

there was some ice. I don't

really know what happened..."

And the day before, there was

a 70-car/truck pileup on the

interstate in Pennsylvania near

the Ohio border. It was a snowy

Sunday, in low visibility, and an

18-wheeler had jackknifed

causing a dangerous chain

reaction of three more crashed

jackknifed trucks intertwined

with dozens of cars, bringing

the highway to a halt for the

entire day while rescue teams

worked tirelessly to get acci-

dent victims to the hospital.

Miraculously, no one died. Note

the car squished in the photo

with the hood open is an E46.

These are typical stories for the

first snowfall of the season.

Every winter, we face the real

possibility of getting into a car

accident due to inclement

weather. More than any other

season, we are at the highest

risk in the winter. Ironically,

some BMW owners still believe

the hype that "BMWs are bad in

the snow" and store their

beloved cars in their garage

until springtime. Others drive

their cars, with their all-season

tires, holding onto their steering

wheel with a nervous death-

grip, praying for the springtime.

They are thankful for such

computers like ABS, DSC+T,

and ASC, all working in concert

to keep us going in the right

direction. With such inadequate

tires, the computers are work-

ing overtime to maintain our

BMWs' stability, cutting power

to the engine and applying

brakes more efficiently than our

human brains can possibly

manage. But the computers

can only do so much. The rest

is up to us and our tires.

If you have to drive all winter,

tires are everything. Anyone

who tells you that you don't

need snow tires, even in the

New York City area, doesn't

know what they're talking

about. I suppose you can take

a chance that we'll have a mild

winter, and simply not drive on

the days that it snows. But if

you recall the first snowstorm in

New York in December 2003,

dumping 12 inches of snow on

the entire region that lasted for

weeks, that's a pretty unlikely

strategy. The good news is that

there are currently so many

competent snow tires on the

market that handle well and

wear well that it is inexcusable

to drive around for those 3

months of the year on summer

tires. The question is: what type

of tires should you use? Well,

like all tire questions, it's often a

matter of personal preference,

particularly when considering

brands. But certain things are

clear and indisputable:

    * use four snow tires, not

two; this is not your parents'

Oldsmobile.

    * make sure the size you use

is the narrowest available for

your car; check your owner's

manual for recommended

sizes.

    * don't mix tread patterns or

tread widths; all four tires

should be the same brand,

model, and size.

    * in regions south of New

York City, like in southern New

Jersey, Virginia, and North

Carolina, where they experi-

ence frequent ice storms,

winter tires that are specifically

sold as "ice tires" may be

preferred.

    * since the predominant

weather in our area is snow,

not ice, a deep-tread snow tire

is highly recommended.

    * it's best to use one set of

wheels for your winter tires and

one set of wheels for your

summer tires; if you're not sure

you can justify the cost, con-

sider the cost of replacing your

car if you get into an accident

this winter. And don't be fooled

into thinking that SUVs are

better in the snow than cars.

Driving your 3, 5, or 7-series

(M-cars not included) in the

Driving Tip of the

Moment:

Winter Driving,

Part II

By Garageboy
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winter allows you to take full

advantage of that nearly perfect

50-50 weight distribution and

low center of gravity. When you

put snow tires on a car with

these characteristics, you

create a car that can get

through virtually any snow, and

that car will be balanced

enough to stop safely and

competently, which is a life-

saving characteristic no SUVs

can share.

 I tend to trust the Scandina-

vians when it comes to snow

tires.* Color me simple, but I

find that people that have to

live in cold climates much of

the year tend to know way

more than me about living,

driving, and surviving in snow

and ice. I have found that

Nokian Tires serve my pur-

poses the best. Yes, Nokia, the

mobile phone manufacturer

from Finland, got its start by

making tires, which they still do

today. Their snow tire brand is

called Hakkapeliitta, and I have

driven and raced on these tires

for many years. They are the

de facto standard for those in

the know. You can learn more

about their tires at their

website: http:/www.nokian.com.

In fact, if you visit their website,

you'll learn about a very clever

mechanism that will alert your

mobile phone (presumably

Nokia) if the air pressure in any

of your tires drops below a

certain level. Pressure-monitor-

ing systems are becoming

more readily available on

today's high-end cars - I don't

know if I'd want to be inter-

rupted by a call on my mobile

phone while I'm zipping down

the highway at 100 telling me

one of my tires is low on air... or

would I?

Those of us that aren't satisfied

to read the Roundel and watch

the Speed Channel all winter

long can race our BMWs on

frozen lakes instead. There are

plenty of venues within a few

hours of New York City, not

much further than places like

Lime Rock or Summit Point, but

they're all north of the city, of

course. And you'll be surprised

at how much car-control you

will learn while having fun

maintaining your racing skills

over the winter months.

And finally, just a tip about how

to hold the steering wheel when

driving in snow and ice: Hold it

with both hands, but don't hold

it with a death-grip. Hold it with

enough dexterity to keep your

fingers in contact with the

steering wheel, but not too

tightly. This way, you will not be

inclined to make abrupt steer-

ing changes that can disrupt

the stability of the car. You will

be better able to anticipate

when the road becomes icy

and the car starts to slip; it will

help you maneuver through

these conditions without over-

reacting. Good luck and safe

driving!
I am not a crook. I am not a vendor

or seller of tires or automotive

parts; I do not benefit financially

whether you buy snow tires or not;

do not get a kickback if you buy

Nokian Tires;  I buy my Nokian

tires from Pat Greer of Greer

Enterprises in Madison Wisconsin

(+1 800 325 2598) and he's

always been great to deal with!]

Disclaimer: DONE!

2004 NY Chapter

Autocross Season

Championship

Results

AAA Class

#1 Andrea Cairone

#2 Joe Menichino

#3 Tim Keller

 AA Class

#1 Stefano Gaudio

#2 Jesse Pelikan

#3 Tony Howell

 *Andrew Laoutas

HONORABLE MENTION

 A Class

#1 Andre Noel

#2 Mike Allen

#3 Matthew Arnold

B Class

#1 Ethan Bregman

#2 Boris Piskoun

C Class

#1David Sanchez - Tied

#1 Chip Pittard

#2 Tony Degrasse

E Class

#1 Jeff Hurst

#2 Ken Kong

#3 Edgar Cabrera

F Class

#1 Kevin Lau

#2 Rich Wayne

#3 Lee Shelton

H Class

#1 Aaron Shea

The NY Chapter BMW CCA

wishes to congratulate all the

winners and participants. We

appreciate your participation in

our autocross program making it

another successful year.
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P r o t e c t  y o u r

i n v e s t m e n t !
By John Ryder

Small Cars, Inc.

An insurance company’s first priority is

loss control.  This comes before

customer satisfaction and sometimes

before safety.  Claims Adjustors (CAs)

spend more time and money on this

issue than you could imagine.  While

checks and balance are a needed part

of the service they provide, 9 out of 10

insurance companies go way too far at

the expense of the insured party.  Here

are some of the methods that are used

to cut down on how much is paid out

on a claim:

 1) Aftermarket and Junkyard parts

Their usage is tracked on every

estimate, for every Claims Adjustor.

The CA has to keep the percentage of

these parts up to a certain standard

that the company deems acceptable.

If preset goals are not met, it jeopar-

dizes the CA's job.   Typically, the

insurance company wants the ratio of

aftermarket and junkyard parts vs.

OEM parts to equal at least 30-40% of

all parts allowed.

2) Repair vs. Replace

The judgment of whether a part or

panel on a car should be replaced or

repaired is a constant question any CA

has to ask themselves. Consequently,

this judgment becomes clouded when

the percentages are down.  The CA

may consider repairing a panel when it

should be replaced.  This is an area that

could jeopardize the safety of a car.  An

example of this would be the repair of a

frame rail or apron assembly that is

improperly repaired and is not crash-

worthy anymore. Insurance companies

feel that at least 50% of estimates

written should include the repair of

items.  If this goal is not met by the CA

they will be called into the office to find

out why they are deficient in this area.

3) Claims Severity

The CA maintains a "batting average",

just as a baseball player does.  Their

average is equal to the total amount of

damage written on all claims divided by

the number of claims.  The result is that

CAs are hesitant to allow what is

needed for a claim or in the extreme to

declare a vehicle a total loss.  A total

loss is not included in most cases into

the adjuster severity.

4) Where to Repair

Almost every insurance company has a

list of shops that they have picked to be

“their” shops. Different names are used

such as PRO SHOP, DRP SHOP,

SERVICE FIRST SHOP AND SELECT

REPAIR SHOP.  The result is that you

would be bringing your car to a place

that is in your insurance company’s

pocket and have agreed to all of their

goals as mentioned in this article. If

goals are not met shops are routinely

thrown off of the company’s “list”

5) “Bring Your Vehicle To Our Drive-In Location”

When you have your vehicle inspected

at the insurance company’s location

four birds are killed with one stone.

Everything that I have mentioned

above will take place.  It is a fact that

the average severity in a claim

inspected at an insurance location is

30-50% less than if it is inspected at a

shop of your choice.  The allure of

having your car inspected the same

day the loss occurred and getting a

check on the spot is not worth it.

Having a check in your hand does not

help if it is not enough to cover the

repairs.  A quick inspection does not

necessarily get you back driving your

vehicle if a re-inspection is needed

because the estimate was not

realistic.

 The only way to take charge of your

situation and protect your investment

is to have your vehicle inspected at

the shop of your choice.  Your repair

shop has your interests in mind when

they negotiates your claim on your

behalf. New York State Law Regula-

tion 64 states that you have the right

to have your car inspected and

repaired wherever you want.
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Mail To: NY BMW CCA

PO Box 920576 Arverne, NY 11692

• NY Chapter Caps - $18.00
• NY Chapter Fleece Pullovers - $48.00
    Colors available
• NY Chapter - L/S T-Shirts - $16.00
• NY Chapter - S/S T-shirts - $12.00
• Logo Titanium Key Ring - $10
• Logo Pens - $ 8

• Ponchos - $10

Got questions?  PayPal Payment or e-mail

send to: info@nybmwcca.org

Voice: 516-792-2002

Shipping $3.50  per item
* Certain Sizes and Colors

May Require Special Ordering
Please contact us! Special Orders taken

Add $3.50 Paypal Fee

BMW NY Chapter Gear

Name:______________________________
Checks • Money Orders • PayPal
Address:__________________
__________________________
City
State_____________________
Zip:______________________
Tel_______________________
No:______________________
Email:____________________

Enter Color/Qty:
Poncho________
Fleece_________________
Long Sleeve Tee____________
Short Sleeve Tee________
Titanium Key Ring_________
Cap_________
Pens_______
Total $________

Grafik Dezine

786-A Grand Blvd

Deer Park, NY

631.274.9723

phil@grafikdezine.com

grafikdezine.com

NY Chapter

Calendar Of Events

• Holiday Party - 01.22.05
• Beach Party - 02.19.05
• AAA Class - 03.12.05
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New York Chapter Election Ballot

The New York Chapter has received the following nominations and candi-

dacy statements by the December 1st, 2004 deadline.

New York Chapter Elections - Ballot

Please cast your vote for the following Board positions:

President - Anthony Howell**

Vice-President - Andre Noel**

Treasurer - RoseAnn Burke**

** Indicates incumbent

Please cut out this ballot and place in an envelope with your mailing label located below  in

this issue. Mail completed ballot to:

BMW CCA NY Chapter PO Box Arverne, NY 11692


